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SCHOOL

The Mediterranena area represents the crucial point of a huge process of
political, social and cultural transformation as well as one of the most important
demographic regions and thus a strategic place for economic, commercial and
geopolitical worldwide equilibrium.
For this reason IASEM – Istituto Alti Studi
Euro Mediterranei - proposes a week of
intensive learning on the main issues
related to the Mediterranean area
every year. This week is composed of
lectures held by experts, round tables
and debates on these central themes.

Congress “MedExpress. The Integrated Transportation System in the Med Area”.
Bari, 23rd of June 2011

The Summer School of 2012, held amidst the marvelous and remarkable Ostuni
(Puglia) scenery, will be focused upon the current democratization processes
in the countries on the southern bank of Mediterranean sea, in connection
with investments and infrastructures considered as natural instruments for
stabilizing the democratic process.
Students from the various Mediterranean countries will affront these
geopolitical, strategic, economic and infrastructural issues with experts from
the southern and northern banks of the Mediterranean sea.
The summer course, apart from traditional lectures, offers workshops and round
tables during which students and researchers interact directly with experts,
politicians, economics and technicians to establish a useful and constructive
comparison.
The Summer School will conclude with a conference entitled, “THE
COMMON EUROMEDITERRANEAN SPACE: OPPORTUNITIES
AND RISKS” with important representatives of Euro-Mediterranean Policy
and diplomacy.

OBJECTIVES
The Summer School aims at developing a meeting space and
an occasion for reflections and further learning on the
aforementioned topics.
Through traditional lectures, workshops and conferences,
students will be introduced to the main aspects of
Mediterranean geopolitical reality, along with the most
relevant economic and infrastructural matters.
These courses promote a more profound knowledge of
interconnections among logistic and infrastructural fields
with political and democratic aggregation.

Conference “How many Mediterraneans in the Mediterranean”.
Maratea (PZ), 24th of July 2010

Summer School in Euro-Mediterranean Strategies.
Maratea (PZ), July 2010

Presentation Brochure of Summer School 2011
Maratea (PZ), 21st-23rd of July 2011

THEMES
During the classes and workshops, teachers
and experts who attend the Summer School
will develop a fitting programme with the
aim of focusing upon the most important
matters related to the connection between
democratization and infrastructures in the
Mediterranean area.

The course subjects will be:

geostrategic arrangements in the Mediterranean; logistic
interconnections in the Mediterraean area; international
relationships in the Mediterranean; the concept of
democracy in its Mediterranean meaning; North-South axis
and East-West axis in Mediterranean commercial exchanges;
the new political regimes subsequent to the “Arab Spring”;
Iran-USA relationships; current Russian interests in
Mediterranean region;cultural elements and religions in the
Mediterranean basin.

COURSES’
RECIPIENTS
Courses and seminars are offered to:
Graduate and senior year students on
Mediterraean subjects, Researchers,
Journalists, Political analysts,
Infrastructures experts, Economic
operators, Public and private sector
experts interested in the
Euro-Mediterranean area

Round tables, workshops and the final
conference are open to the general public.

WHERE AND WHEN
Summer School in Euro-Mediterranean Strategies
Ostuni 16th - 21st of July 2012, Puglia - ITALY.

WHY IN PUGLIA?
In the Italian contest, Puglia naturally represents a geographical as well as cultural terrace on
the Mediterranean.
Puglia, infact, seems to be the right place in which to develop ambitious international initiatives like the “Summer School in Euro-Mediterranean Strategies”: for one week, the heart of the
Mediterranean will settle in Puglia, in the presence of students from several countries, teachers
from the most prestigious European and Mediterranean universities, politicians, journalists
and specialists in different fields.
IASEM Summer School in Euro-Mediterranean Strategies:
WE ARE THE HEART OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.
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